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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is directly motivated by the following result, which has recently 
been obtained by Kaplan and Yorke [13]: 
THEOREM (Kaplan and Yorke). Consider the diflerential-debay equation 
x’(t) = --f(x(t - 1)). Suppose that f:  [w + R is continuous and odd and that 
xf(x) > Ofo~ x # 0. Assume that lim,,, (f(x)/x) = LY and limz-rm (f(x)/x) = p 
exist (allowing either 01 or /3 to be 0 OY CO). Finally, suppose that 
limy+m J:f(s) ds = CO. Then if either 01 < r/2 < /3 or /I < n/2 < OL, the 
differential-delay equation x’(t) = -f(x(t - 1)) has a nontrivial periodic 
solution x(t) of period four. Furthermore, if y(t) is defined to be x(t - l), this 
periodic solution can be taken to satisfy x’(t) = -f( y(t)), y’(t) = f  (x(t)). 
In the case that 01 < n/2 < j3 above, the techniques of Jones [lo, 1 l] or 
Grafton [5, 6, 71 concerning periodic solutions of autonomous differential- 
delay equations do not apply, so the Kaplan-Yorke theorem provides a new 
class of examples of periodic behavior. On the other hand, the Kaplan-Yorke 
result is quite specialized, and the method of proof does not generalize. 
Our approach here will be to obtain new fixed point theorems and apply 
them to generalize the Kaplan-Yorke theorem and to obtain some other 
periodicity results. In the first section we establish a fixed point theorem 
which generalizes Krasnoselskii’s results [14, 151 on expansions and con- 
tractions of a cone in a Banach space. In the second section we generalize the 
Kaplan-Yorke theorem by proving that x’(t) = -f (x(t - 1)) has a nontrivial 
periodic solution without the assumption that f is odd (see Theorems 2.1 
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and 2.4). Numerical studies suggest that in general this periodic solution will 
have period depending on f and not equal to four. We also give some closely 
related periodic&y theorems for the case that f is not defined on all of R! 
(see Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1). In the third section we prove a 
periodicity result for a LiCnard equation with a single time lag (see 
Theorem 3.1). 
All of the examples we give here are of retarded functional differential 
equations. In a future paper we hope to show how these ideas can also be 
applied to neutral functional differential equations. 
1. We begin by recalling a few definitions and results. If A is a 
bounded subset of a Banach space X, define y(A), the measure of non- 
compactness of A, to be inf{d > 0: A has a finite covering by sets of diameter 
less than d}. This idea was introduced by Kuratowski [17]. Later, Darbo [3] 
proved that if z(A) denotes the convex closure of a bounded set A in X 
and if A + B = {u + b: a E A, b E B} for bounded sets A and B, then 
(1) y@(A)) = y(A) and (2) y(A + B) < y(A) + y(B). It is trivial to check 
that (3) y(A u B) = max(y(A), y(B)). More generally, if p is a real-valued 
function which assigns to each bounded set A a number p(A), if p satisfies 
conditions (l)-(3) b a ove and if there exist positive constants m and M such 
that (4) w(A) < y(A) < W(A) f or every bounded set A, we shall call TV 
a generalized measure of noncompactness. Many other generalizations are 
possible. 
Now suppose that f: D + X is a continuous map defined on some domain 
D C X. If for every bounded set A C D for which y(A) > 0, y(f (A)) < y(A), 
we shall call f a condensing map. This is a slight extension by Sadovskii [23] 
(who, however, uses a different measure of noncompactness) of a definition 
of Darbo. If TV is a generalized measure of noncompactness and 
df(4 < ,44f or every A with p(A) > 0, we shall callf a condensing map 
with respect to CL. If for every x E D there is an open neighborhood N, of x 
such that f 1 N, n D is a condensing map (a condensing map with respect to y) 
we shall call f a local condensing map (a local condensing map with respect 
to CL). Examples of such maps are given in [19, Section A]. 
If D is a closed subset of a Banach space X and if D has a locally finite 
covering {CT: j E J} by closed, convex sets Cj C D, we shall write D E 9. 
If D E 9, G is an open subset of D and f: G --+ D is a local condensing map 
(or a local condensing map with respect to p) such that S = {x E G: f (x) = x> 
is compact (possibly empty), then there is defined an integer, ;o(f, G), called 
the generalized fixed index off. We refer to [ 191 for details. Roughly speaking 
iD(f, G) is an algebraic count of the number of fixed points off in G. 
For our purposes we need only a few properties of the generalized fixed 
point index (see [19] for further details). If iD(f, G) # 0, then f has a fixed 
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point in G. If D is closed and convex, f is continuous and condensing on G, 
andx # tf(x) + (1 - t) ,, f x orsomex,EG,O < t < IandxEG- G,then 
we have iD(f, G) = 1. If D is closed and convex and x E D implies tx E D 
for all positive t, then if f :  G -+ D is a local condensing map such that for 
some fixed h E D, {x E G: x = f  (x) + th, 0 ,< t < l} is compact, iD(ft , G) 
is constant for 0 < t < 1, where ft(x) = f(x) + th. Both of these latter 
properties are special cases of the so-called homotopy property. 
In general the definition of the fixed point index is complicated. However, 
if D is a closed, convex subset of a Banach space X and f: G+ D is a 
continuous, condensing map such that f(x) # x for x E G - G (which is the 
case we will be interested in here), then the fixed point index can be described 
in terms of Leray-Schauder degree. First, it is not hard to show that there 
exists 6 > 0 such that (1 x - f  (x)1] > S f or x E G - G. Select any fixed x,, E D 
and define ft(x) = tf(x) + (I - t) x,, for 0 < t < 1, and take t so close 
to 1 that /If(x) - ft(x)iI < S f or x E G - G. Define K1 = Eiif,(G), 
K, = Co f,(G n K,-,) for n > 1 and K, = r),+i K, ; one can prove that 
K, is compact (possibly empty) and convex and that f,(G n Km) C K, . If 
K, is empty, define iD(f, G) = 0. If Km is not empty, let K be any compact 
convex set such that K 3 K, and f,(G n K) C K; K, is itself such a set, so 
the collection of such K is nonempty. Let p be any retraction of X onto K 
(a result of Dugundji [4] guarantees the existence of such a retraction) and let 
H be any bounded open neighborhood of the (compact) fixed point set of f t  
in G such that R C p-l(G n K). Then one can prove that iD(f, G) = 
deg(l - f t  0 p, H, 0); in particular the integer on the right hand side is 
independent of the particular K chosen, the retraction p, H, t, and x0 . 
We shall need one more result before proving our main fixed theorem. The 
following theorem has been proved by Steinlein [26] for Leray-Schauder 
degree. Krasnoselskii and Zabreiko [16] h ave apparently also obtained the 
result in the Leray-Schauder degree case; however, they only give an outline 
of the proof without details. The extension to the generalized fixed point 
index is not hard and has been carried out by Steinlein in [27]. 
THEOREM 1.1 (see [16, 26 and 271). Suppose that D is a closed subset of a 
Banach space X and D E F. Let U be a subset of D and g: U + D a locally 
condensing map. If m = pt with p a prime, G is an open. subset of U which is 
contained in the domains of g and gm, and S, the fixed point set of gm I G, is 
compact and g(S) C G, it follows that iD(g, G) = iD(gm, G) modp. 
Following Schaefer [24] we shall call a closed, convex subset D of a locally 
convex topological vector space X a “wedge” if x E D implies tx E D for t > 0. 
We call D a “cone” (with vertex at 0) if D is a wedge and x E D, x # 0 
implies that -x q! D. Our first lemma is well known in the case of compact 
maps defined on open subsets of a Banach space. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let D be a wedge in a Banach space X, G = {x E D: 11 x 11 < R}, 
andf: G + D a locally condensing map. Assume that f (G) is bounded and that 
there exists h E D, h # 0, such that for each t > 0, 
S, = {x E G: x = f  (x) + sh, 0 < s < t) 
is compact. It then follows that iD(f, G) = 0. If  f :  G -+ D is a condensing map 
and x - f(x) # thfor I( x /I = R and t >, 0, then itfollows thatfor any t > 0, 
S, is compact and i&f, G) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the homotopy f$(x) = f  (x) + th for t 2 0. By previous 
remarks io(ft , G) is constant for t > 0. By assumption, there exists a constant 
M such that /If (x)1] < M f or XEG, so 11x-f(x)\\ <M+ R for XEG. 
Therefore, if t > (M + R)(Il h 11)-l = to , the set S, must be empty. It follows 
that for t > to , iD(ft , G) = 0, since otherwise S, would be nonempty. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, it suffices to show that if f  is 
condensing and defined on G, S, is compact. It is clear that S, is closed, since 
the assumption implies that S, = {x E G: x = f  (x) + sh, 0 < s < t}, so it 
suffices to show that y(S) = 0. If we define Kt = {sh: 0 < s < t>, a compact 
set, then it is clear that y(S) < r(f(S,) + Kt) = r(f (S,)). Since f  is 
condensing, this implies that y(S,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
If the wedge of Lemma 1.1 satisfies further conditions, then one can weaken 
the hypotheses on f .  
LEMMA 1.2. Let D be a cone in a Banach space X, G = {x E D: 11 x II < R} 
andf: G + D a condensing map. Assume that the norm on X is monotonic with 
respect to the order induced by D, i.e., if x, y  and x - y  E D, then (1 x II > II y  (I. 
Assume that there exists h ED with 11 h II >, R such that x -f(x) # th for 
x E D, 11 x (1 = R and 0 < t < 1. Then we haoe iD(f, G) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 it suffices to show that x - f(x) # th for t > 0 and 
I/ x )I = R. By assumption this is true if 0 < t < 1. If t > 1 and x = f(x) + th 
for x E D, II x 11 = R, then by the monotonicity of the norm, 11 x II = R > t II h II, 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume that D is a wedge in a Banuch space X, I and R are 
unequalpositiwe numbe-rs, G1 = (x E D: (1 x /I < p1 = max(r, R)} u&f: G1 -+ D 
is a local condensing map such that f(G& is bounded. Define 
pa = min(r, R) and U = (x E D: p. < II x II < pl}. 
Assume that there exists h E D, h # 0, such that for each t > 0, 
S,={x:~~x~~<Randx-f(x)=shforsonteswithO~s~t}iscompuct 
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and suppose that (x: [I x II < r, x - tf(x) = 0 for some t, 0 < t < I> is 
compact. Then zf r < R, one obtains iD(f, U) = - 1, and zf r > R, 
iD(f, U) = +1.1 n either case f has aJixed point in U. 
Proof. If one defines G, = {x E D: /I x 11 < p,,}, G, = {x E D: j/ x Ij < r> 
and GR = {x E D: 11 x II < R}, then Lemma 1.1 implies that iD(f, GR) = 0 
and previous remarks about the fixed point index imply iD(f, G,) = I. 
According to the so-called additivity property of the fixed point index 
(see [19]), iD(f, G,,) + iD(f, U) = iD(f, GJ. If r < R, this equation implies 
that 0 = 1 + iD(f, U), so iD(f, U) = -1; if r > R, one finds 1 = 0 + iD(f, U). 
Q.E.D. 
If one assumes that f is a condensing map on Gr , then the statement of 
Lemma 1.3 is greatly simplified. 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that D is a wedge in a Banach space X, r and R are 
unequalpositive numbers, GI = (x E D: I] x II < pI = max(r, R)} andf: GI + D 
is a condensing map. Assume that there exists h # 0 such that x - f(x) # th 
for all x E D with II x 11 = R and all t > 0 and suppose that x - t f  (x) # 0 
forx~D,IjxII=r,andO<t<1.Thenzfr<R,onehasiD(f,U)=-1 
andrfr > R, iD(f, U) = $1. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 one has S, is compact for t > 0, so it suffices to 
show {x E D: II x II < r and x - t f  (x) = 0 for some t, 0 < t < l} is compact. 
This follows by the kind of reasoning used in Lemma 1 and is also a special 
case of Corollary 2, p. 256, in [19]. Q.E.D. 
Krasnosel’skii mentions the idea of using degree theory to prove fixed point 
theorems about compressions and expansions of cones with nonempty 
interiors in [14]. He proves the existence of fixed points of compressions and 
expansions of general cones without the use of degree theory in [15]. In his 
dissertation [9] Hamilton uses degree theory arguments to extend 
Krasnosel’skii’s results to the class of so-called A-proper maps between cones 
with possibly empty interiors. The proof of Lemma 1.4 is a modification of 
Hamilton’s approach to the context of local condensing maps and the 
generalized fixed point index. With the apparatus of the fixed point index, 
the proof is almost trivial. 
For the applications we have in mind Lemma 1.4 is inadequate, and we 
need the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that D is a wedge in a Banach space X and 
fi D -+ D is a local condensing map which takes bounded sets to bounded 
sets. Let r and R be unequal positive numbers and dejne p,, = min(r, R), 
p1 = max(r, R), GI = {x E D: II x II < pl} pnd U = {x ED: p,, < 11 x II < pl}. 
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Assume that for some integer m = pt, p a prime, F = {x E u f”(x) = X> 
is compact and f(F) C U. Finally suppose that there exists h E D, h # 0, 
such that for each t > 0, S, = {x E D: 11 x 11 < R and x - f”(x) = sh 
for some s with 0 < s < t} is compact and suppose that {x E D: 11 x 11 < r 
and x - tf”(x) = 0 for some t, 0 < t < l} is compact. Then if T < R one 
obtains i&f, U) = - 1 (mod p), and if r > R, iD(f, U) = +I (mod p). In 
either case iD( f,  U) # 0 and f  has a fixed point in U. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 we have that iD(f m, U) = - 1 if T < R and 
iD(f”, U) = + 1 if r > R. In either case, the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are 
met, so i,,(f, U) 3 iD(f”, U) (modp). Q.E.D. 
The following theorem will actually be more convenient for applications in 
Section 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let notations be as in Theorem 1.2 and assume that D is a 
wedge and f: D -+ D is a condensing map. Assume that for some integer N, 
IIf”(x)jI <r for XED, IIxII = r and n > N and fn(x) fx for XED, 
11 x 11 = R and n > N and suppose that i f f  n(x) = x for x E U and n >, N then 
f(x) E U. Finally suppose that there exists h ED, h # 0, such that x - f”(x) # th 
for x E D, )/ x II = R, n 3 N and t > 0. Then one obtains iD(f, U) = - 1 if 
r<Randi&f,U)=+lifr>R. 
Proof. Since f  (and hence f  n for n > 1) is condensing and because 
f  n(x) # x for II x II = randn > Nandx #f”(x)+ thfor]IxII = R,n > N 
and t >, 0, it is not hard to see that {x E D: 11 x 11 < R, x - f  n(x) = sh for 
some s, 0 < s < t}, and {x E D: Ij x 11 < r, x - tfn(x) = 0 for some t, 
0 < t < 1) are compact for any n > N. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that if 
p > N is a prime then iD(f, U) = iD(f p, U) (mod p), where iD( f  p, U) = f  1. 
If p > ] iD(f, U)] + 1, then the only way this can happen is if 
idf, U) = idf 8, U). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1 .l. In some applications, e.g., for some LiCnard equations 
(see [5 or 22]), f  cannot be defined continuously at 0 and appropriate 
modifications of the fixed point theorems are necessary. For the sake of 
simplicity we avoid these cases here. 
Remark 1.2. If D is a cone, D introduces a partial ordering on X by x < y 
if y - x E D. Iff: D + D is a condensing map and if there exists an integer N 
such that f  n(x) $ x for x E D, \I x 11 = R and n 3 N, then it is easy to check 
that for any h ED, x # f  n(x) + th for I\ x 11 = R and t > 0. Similarly, 
if x $ f  n(x) for 1) x 1) = I and n > N, then it is clear that x # t f  “(x) for 
II x /I = Y, n > N, and 0 < t < 1. It follows by reasoning like that already 
used that if one also knows that f  n(x) = x for x E U implies f  (x) E U, then 
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one has iD(f, U) = - 1 for r < R and i& U) = + I for Y > R. If r < R 
the above assumptions on f suggest geometrically that f n expands or stretches 
the cone, hence the terminology we have used. 
2. In this section we wish to consider the following equations: 
r’(t) = -f(r(t - 1)) for t>O 
y ] [- 1, 0] = rj7 = a continuous function. 
(2-l) 
Our goal in this section is to place further conditions on f which will guarantee 
that (2.1) has nontrivial periodic solutions. 
Our first lemma is trivial. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume thatf: R + Iw is a continuous map and v: [- 1 , 0] --+ I&! 
is continuous. Then there is a unipile function y: [-1, co) -+ U$ such that 
r(t) = v(t) for -1 < t < 0, y 1 [0, m) is differentiable, and y’(t) = 
-f( y(t - 1)) for t > 0 (the right hand deriwutiwe is taken at t = 0). 
Proof. If y satisfies Eq. (2.1), then necessarily y(t) = d0) + Jti’f(p(s)) ds 
for 0 < t < 1. Generally, if y is given on [0, n], tl an integer, 
r(t) = r(n) + I”-“r (y(s)) ds for n<t<n+l. 
n-1 
This gives uniqueness, and it is easy to check that if y is inductively defined 
this way, y satisfies Eq. (2.1). Q.E.D. 
Our next lemma is a preliminary result on growth properties of solutions 
of (2.1) under the assumption that f is asymptotically linear. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that f: I$ -+ [w is a continuous map and suppose that 
limhh (f (YYY) = B > 42 ( we assume that /I < CO; the case p = CO will be 
handled separately later). Then there exists RI > 0 and a constant k > 1 such 
that if v is any monotonic increasing function with ‘p( - 1) = 0 and do) > R, 
and y(t) is the corresponding solution of Eq. (2.1), then SUP~,~ 1 y(t)\ > ky(0). 
Proof. According to Theorem 5 of [29], if j3 > 7~12 the equation 
X + pee-” = 0 has a unique complex solution h = p + iv such that p > 0 
and 0 < v < V. If h is this root, define sin v1 to be minimum of sin$v and 
sin v. Take E to be a positive number less than ( 1 
f$ p sin vz, take R,, such 
thatIf(yBy1 <Elylforlyl t%andIf(y)l~2~R,forlyldR,, 
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take k > 1 such that 4cke+ sin y&l < 1 and select RI > R. such that 
R, > 4e*(p sin vI)-l(ckR1 + 38%). 
Now we define v,(O) = R > R, , assume that 1 y(t)] $ kR for all t > 0, 
and try to get a contradiction. If we integrate by parts (the integrals below 
make sense since Re(h) > 0), we obtain 
jay’(t) cht dt = h Jrn y(t) echt dt - y(0). (2.2) 
0 0 
On the other hand, substituting -f(y(t - 1)) for y’(t), changing variables 
and writing N = jz [-f(y(t - 1)) + j3y(t - l)] e-At dt, we find 
jrn y’(t) evat dt = --be-^ jrn y(t) ecAt dt - Be-” 1” y(t) e-At dt + N. (2.3) 
0 0 -1 
Equating Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) substituting X for -Be--” gives 
--A 
J‘ 
’ y(t) e-at dt - y(0) = N. (2.4) 
-1 
We consider two cases: (1) j!r,s y(t) dt < (4 1 h 1 ep)-’ y(0) or (2) J’& y(t) dt > 
(4 1 h ] e+ly(O). In the first case, if we take the absolute value of both sides 
of (2.4) we obtain 
I N I b YW - I h I (YKW ep j:IW dt) 2 (1/2)~(0). (2.5) 
In the second case, if we multiply both sides of (2.4) by Xe-” = --/3-l 1 X I2 
and then take the imaginary part of each side, we obtain 
1 A 1 2 J-1 y(t) evuct+l) sin v(t + 1) dt = Im(Xe-“N). P-6) 
Taking the absolute value of both sides of (2.6) and estimating yields 
1 Im(Ae-AN)] < I X I e-u I N 1 (2.7) 
and 
1 X I2 /:ly(t) e-“(t+l) sin v(t + 1) dt >, I h I2 e-’ sin V, 
1‘ 
’ y(t) dt (2.8) 
-* 
> fe-2p ( h 1 (sin VJ y(0). 
If we combine the inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) we find that 
( 1 
7 (sin vl) y(0) < I N I. (2.9) 
Because 
( ) 
!g( sin VJ < l/2, it follows that in either case (1) or case (2), 
inequality (2.9) is valid. 
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If we estimate 1 N / we easily see that if we define 
El = {t 3 0: R, < 1 y(t - I)1 < kR} 
and 
then we have 
E, = {t 3 0: I y(t - 1)l < R,}, 
I N I G f If(r(t - 1)) - Py(t - 1)l e+ dt 
El 
+ 1 I f(r(t - 1)) - Py(t - 1) I et dt 
Et 
< (EKR + 3&) Jam e-ut dt = (p-l)(rkR + 3B%). (2.10) 
It follows from (2.9) and (2.10) that 
R < 4e+ sin v,)-~(EKR + 3j3Ro). (2.11) 
Since we have assumed R > R, , the inequality (2.11) contradicts the 
selection of RI . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. If in addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 one assumes 
that yf(y) > 0 for y # 0, then Lemma 2.2 implies that any solution y(t) of 
(2.1) corresponding to q as in Lemma 2.2 has infinitely many isolated zeros 
Xl , 22 ,***, x, )... . To begin with, y must have a first z, . Otherwise y is 
positive and monotonic decreasing for all t, and this implies that I y(t)1 < y(0) 
for all t, which contradicts Lemma 2.2. If z, 3 1, then it is obvious that 
y’(z,) < 0. However, if x1 < 1 and y’(z,) = 0, we must have ~(zr - 1) = 0, 
so y’(t) = 0 for 0 < t < z1 - 1 and ~(3,) = y(O), a contradiction. It follows 
that in either case y’(z,) < 0. 
If I y(zi + 1)j > y(O), then sincey is monotonic decreasing on [zl , z, + 11, 
the same argument used in Lemma 2.2 shows that 
sup I r(t)1 > IYh + 111. 
t>zt+1 
The argument used above then shows y has a second zero z, . If 
I y(x, + I)1 < y(O), we again see that y must have a second zero; otherwise 
supt)z,+l I y(t)1 <y(O), and we have contradicted Lemma 2.2. Continuing 
in this way we get isolated zeros zi < x2 < ... < zj < .*., with .zj+i > x, + 1 
and y either monotone increasing or monotone decreasing on [zj+ 1, z~+~+ I]. 
Ifyf(y) > 0 fory # 0 and limr,l,, (f(y)/y) = /3 > m/2, then Lemma 2.2 
and Remark 2.1 imply that lim,,, supIy(zn+l)l =+co,forifl <c<k 
there must exist a sequence of zeros znj, n, -+ co, such that I y(znj + 1)l > 
cjy(0). In our next lemma we examine more closely the behavior of Iy(sI1 + l)l. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Letf: IF8 -+ lJ$ be a continuous map such that 
,E,Tm (fw4 = 6 > 74 and uf@> > 0 for 21 # 0. 
Then if CJI, y, R, and k are as in Lemma 2.2, if {xi: j > l} is the set of zeros of y  
(whose existence is assured by Remark 2.1) and if c is a fixed constant with 
1 < c < k, there exists an integer n, independent of q,, and a positive constant a, 
independent of 9, such that 1 y(z,. + l)l >, cy(0) for some r, 1 < r < n and 
I r(zi + 111 > q(O) for 1 < j < r. 
Proof. Let notations and assumptions be as in the first paragraph of the 
proof of Lemma 2.2. Clearly we can also assume E < /3. If z is a zero of y such 
that ( y(t)] < CR for 0 < t < z and if we integrate si’” y’(t) e-“t dt two 
different ways and write N = ST” (-f (y(t - 1)) + /ly(t - 1)) e-At dt as in 
Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
-y(O) - h 1” y(t) eeht dt = N - h /““y(t) e-At dt - y(x + 1) e-A(z+l). 
-1 z (2.12) 
Just as before there are two cases to consider: either (1) j&y(t) dt < 
(4 I h I er)-l y(0) or (2) ~&a y(t) dy > (4 I X I e*)-l y(0). In case (1) we find that 
(l/2) y(O) < I N I + I y(z + 111 e-uL(z+l) + I A I I y(z + l>l cuz. (2.13) 
In case (2), if we multiply each side of (2.12) by Xe-* and take imaginary parts, 
we find (just as before) that 
( ) 7 (sin vl) y(0) < I N 1 + (e-+@+l) + j X 1 e-‘““) I y(z + 1)l. (2.14) 
It follows that inequality (2.14) is valid in either case (1) or case (2). The same 
estimates as in Lemma 2.2 show that I N 1 < (ekR + 3bR,)(+), so we 
derive from (2.14) that 
( 1 7 (sin or) R < (EkR + 3pR,)(~-~) + (e-“(Z+l) + I A I e+) I y(z + 1)l. 
(2.15) 
We easily obtain from (2.15) that if the constant A is such that 
R - 4ep(r, sin @(EkR + 3flR,) > A-lR for all R > R, , then 
R < 4Ae@(sin ~r)-l(\ h I + edU) e+ I y(z + I)\. (2.16) 
Now let Z, be the first zero of y such that ( y(z, + l)\ > CR. Since 
I Y(G + l>l = .& If MtNl dt and I f  WI < WW for I Y I d CR we find 
that I y(z, + 1)1 < 2flcR. On the other hand, we have Z, > r - 1, since 
zeros of y are separated by distance greater than 1, and e-u2 approaches 0 as 
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x + co, so there exists some integer n such that if r > n, Eq. (2.16) cannot be 
satisfied. If we define a = (4Aep)-1( sin vl)( 1 X / + e-u)-1, the lemma is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume thatf: Iw -+ Iw is a continuous map, liml,l,, (f (u)/u) = 
/3 > 7rr/2 and uf(zs) > 0 f  oru # 0. Thenifcp,RlandkareasinLemma2.2and 
if {xi: j > I} is the set of zeros of y, there exists un integer N independent of 
y(0) 3 Rl such that I y(q + l)[ 3 b(O) for j 3 N. 
Proof. Define n, to be the first integer such that 1 y(xnl + l)/ > cy(0) 
(c as in Lemma 2.3) and generally define nj to be the first integer greater than 
nj-l such that I Y(G, + 111 3 c I Y(G,-~ + l)/. Lemma 2.3 implies that there 
exists an integer n and a constant a such that nj - nj-i < n and 
1 y(x,Jl > a 1 y(zn,J for njel < m < nj . If we select I such that cz > k 
and acz 2 k, it follows that / y(.z+ + l)i > ky(0) for j 2 n, . By the remarks 
above we must have nl < In, so if we define N = In, we are done. Q.E.D. 
We have ignored so far the case in which limlyl++m (f (y)/y) = + 00. In our 
next few lemmas we shall remedy this omission. First, we need a calculus 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. If  A, B and k are positive constants, ;f  0 < /3 < 1, and if 
g(s) = A - (1 - s)(s - /3)-l B - (l/2) kBs - kpB for fl < s < 1, then we 
have 
and 
,yg(s) = g(l) G A - U/2) kB if 2k-l 3 (1 - /3) 
@Ff& l?l(S) = 0 + (P-Y 1 - 8))““) 
In the cuse 2k-l < (1 - /l), this implies that 
if 2k-l < (1 - @). 
,m8y1g(s) < max(A - (l/2) k1’2 B, A - (3/2) AB). 
Proof. Differentiating g(s) one obtains that 
g’(s) = B(( 1 - /3)(s - /3)-” - (1/2)k). 
It follows that if 2-l > (1 - p), g’(s) > 0 for j3 < s < 1 and max,,,og(s) = 
g(l) < A - (l/2) kB. If 2K-l < (1 - /3), g(s) must achieve its maximum 
at s, = /? + ((2P)(l - /?)1/2). If we estimate g(s,,) we find that g(s,,) < 
A - (k/2)09 + ((2k-I)(1 - @)l12)B - k/3B. If (l/2) Q /3 < 1, this implies 
that g(s,,) < A - kB, and if 0 < /3 < l/2, g(ss) < A - (k/2)(k)-‘/” B = 
A - (l/2) kllaB. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let fi Iw -+ Iw be a continuous map such that yf(y) > 0 for 
Y f 0, limwa (f (39/r) = + co, and there exists a nonnegative constant R, for 
which f 1 (- 00, -R,] and f / [R, , co) are monotonic increasing. Then if c > 1, 
there exists a constant R (depending on c) such that ifp: [- 1, 0] -+ [w is monotonic 
increasing, ~(-1) = 0 and ~(0) > R, then the corresponding solution y(t) of 
Eq. (2.1) has an isolatedfirst zero z, and 1 y(zl + 1)1 >, cy(0). 
Proof. For reasons that will become apparent later, select k to be a positive 
constant such that k > S(c + 1). Let A 3 R, be a positive constant such that 
I f(y)1 b k ( y 1 for I y I >, A, define M = maqvlta I f(y)1 and select R 
such that (1/2)R > A + M and (1/4)(kR) - A >, CR. 
If q~ and y are as in the statement of the lemma, define -to , - 1 < -to < 0, 
to be the first time t that cp(t) = A and define s,, > 0 to be the first time that 
y(s,,) = A (the proof will shows,, < co). It is clear that y(t) > R - M(1 - t) 
for 0 < t < 1 - to and so in particular y( 1 - to) > A. It follows that 
s,, > (1 - to) and since f  is increasing on [A, oo), y’(t) is decreasing on 
[1 - to, yol, To = min( 1, so), and y is concave downward on [ 1 - to , ro]. By 
definition of concave downward we certainly have 
y(t) 3 ( y”- t f-o- (1 - to) jY(l - to) + ( ;o:((pf) jY~~o) 
for 1 - to < t < ro. 
The proof now splits into two cases. 
Case 1. Assume that so < 1. Obvious estimates (using the monotonicity 
off on [A, co)) show that 
Y(l - to> - Y(So) = jy;-lf(r(sN d.9 Gf (Y(So - l))(so - 1 + to) 
0 
G ((so - 1 + toM1 - so)) jso~lf(Y~s)) ak (2.17) 
0 
Since y( 1 - to) > R - M, it follows that 
((1 - SOMSO - 1 + to))@ - M - 4 G hlf (y(s)) ds. 
Using this estimate and the fact that y(t) > #(t) for 1 - to < t < so, where 
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W) = ((so - wo - (1 - to)))@ - N) + (0 - (1 - toMso - (1 - toNA 
for 1 - to < t < s,, , we find 
rho + 1) = Y(SO) - jsovlf(r(9) ds - jo1-tof(~(4) ds - jlIt f(y(sN ds II 0 
,<A- 
( 
1 - so 
$0 - 1 + to ) 
(R - M - A) - K(1 - to)@ - M) 
-k 
s ,Tt W ds II 
<A- 
( 
1 - so 
$0 - 1 + to ) 
w/w) - 41 - ~o)wP) 
- w)(~o - (1 - ~oNW/W)* (2.18) 
If we define B = (1/2)R, /3 = 1 - to and think of s = so as a variable such 
that /3 < s < 1, then we are in the situation of Lemma 2.4, and it follows that 
y(so + 1) < A - (1/4)(kR) < -CR. It follows from this that y must 
have a first zero z1 , so < zr < s, + 1, and by the usual arguments 
y’(z,) < 0. Since y is monotonic decreasing on [zr , z, + 13, 1 y(zl + 1)1 > 
Ir(so + 111 3 CR. 
Case 2. Assume that so > 1. Then since y is monotonic decreasing on 
[0, I], y’(t) d -f(y(I)) < -ky(l) for I < t < 2, and it follows thaty must 
have a zero x, such that 1 < x1 < 1 + k-l, so certainly so < 1 + k-l. 
Integrating Eq. (2.1) one obtains 
r(so + 1) = A - j8:;lf(~(4) ds < A - j1 f(y(s)) ds. (2.19) 
k-’ 
Since y is concave downward on [l - to, 11, we see that for any u with 
1 - to < u < 1, Jzj(y(s)) ds > (l/2)(1 - U) KY(u). There are two subcases 
to consider. First, if 1 - to < k-l, then taking u = k-l we find y(so + 1) < 
A - (l/2)( 1 - k-l) k(R - M) = A - (1/2)(k - l)(R - M). In this case 
trivial estimates show that 1 y(so + 1)1 > CR, so certainly / y(zr + I)1 > CR. 
If k-l < 1 - to, using (2.19) and the same sort of arguments as in case 1, 
we find 
y(so + 1) < A - (1 - to - k-l) k(R - M) - (l/2) kt,(R - M) 
= A - k(R - M)(l - (l/2)to - k-l) (2.20) 
< A - (R - M)((1/2)k - 1). 
Once again trivial estimates show that ) y(so + l)j 3 CR. Q.E.D. 
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Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, since y 1 [xi , z1 + l] is monotonic 
decreasing, the same arguments apply and showy has a second zero zs , and 
I Y(Z2 + l)l 3 c I Yc? + 111 a C2Y@). 
We still have to consider the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (2.1) 
corresponding to small initial CJI. In this case, however, asymptotic behavior 
is well understood. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let f: [w -+ R be a continuous map such that 
$$ (f(Y)lY) = 8, 0 < p < n/2. 
Then there exists Y  > 0 such that ifp: [-1, 0] ---f R is any continuous map with 
11 q.~ 11 < Y  and if E > 0 is any positive number, there exists a number T(e) 
(independent of CJI) such that ) y(t)\ < E for t > T(E), where y(t) is the solution 
of (2.1) corresponding to CJZJ. 
Proof. If we writef (y(t - 1)) = -&(t - 1) + [/3y(t - 1) -f (y(t - l))], 
then Lemma 2.6 will be true if the linearized equation y’(t) = -py(t - 1) is 
asymptotically stable (see, for instance, Theorem 18.3 in [S]). Again, by 
standard theory, the linearized equation is asymptotically stable if its 
corresponding characteristic equation X + Be-” = 0 has no complex roots 
with nonnegative real part. But this is known: see, for example, Theorem 5 
of [29]. Q.E.D. 
Now let X denote the real Banach space of continuous maps from [-1, 0] 
to R together with the usual sup norm and denote by K the cone of monotonic 
increasing functions v such that v(- 1) = 0. If f is the function in Eq. (2.1) 
assume that fi R ---f R is continuous and yf( y) > 0 for y # 0. We would 
like to define a map F: K -+ K as follows: if v E K, q # 0, suppose that y(t), 
the corresponding solution of (2.1), h as a second zero Z, = z2(v), and define 
(W(s) = ~(22 + 1 + 4 f or -1 < s < 0. Unfortunately, y may not have 
a first zero Z, , or if it does, y may not have a second zero. Thus we define F as 
follows: if y has a second zero za , (Fv)(s) = y(z2 + 1 + s) for -1 < s < 0, 
and if y does not have a second zero or if p = 0, (FF) = 0. In our next lemma 
we prove the mildly surprising fact that F defined in this seemingly non- 
canonical way is continuous. 
LEMMA 2.7. The map F: K + K as de$ned above is continuous and 
compact. 
Proof. It is easy to see directly that if p E K, ‘p # 0, is a fixed map, and 
ifT>OandE>O,thereexists6>Osuchthatif~EKandl~~--~~ <6, 
then 1 y(t; #) - y(t; y,)I < E for 0 < t < T, where y(t; 4) denotes the 
solution of (2.1) corresponding to 4. Also, one easily proves that if y(z; v) = 0, 
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then (d/&z) y(z; q~) # 0. Using these two facts it is easy to show that if y(t; F) 
has a second zero as , y(t; #) will also have a second zero for 4 close enough 
to q~ and F will be continuous at 97. 
Therefore suppose q~ = 0 or v # 0 and y(t; a) does not have a second zero. 
If v = 0, select E > 0 and define 7 > 0 to be such that if v1 = suplvlGn 1 f( y)i 
and r], = supples,,, If(y then max(r], vi , 7s) = 6’ < E. We claim that if 
II 4 II < 7, then lIW)ll < 6. If r(t; 4) d oes not have a second zero, this is 
obvious, so assume y(t; 4) has zeros z, and a, . Since y(t; $) is decreasing on 
[O, zl + 11, I Y(C #)I < 7 for - 1 < t < z, and 
Since y(t; #) is increasing on [zl + 1, z, + I], 1 y(t; #)I < v1 for a, < t < as 
and I y(x2 + I)1 = & lf(~Wl ds G 71~ < E. 
It remains to consider the case q~ # 0 and y(t; q~) does not have a second 
zero. First, assume that y(t; q) has a first zero z. Since y(t; p’) is monotonic 
increasing and bounded above by zero on [z + 1, co), it is easy to see that 
lim z+a y(t; ‘p) = 0. Select T > z, + 2 such that ] y( T; q~)l < q/2 where 7 is 
as above and take 6 > 0 such that I/ E K and 114 - 9, II < 8 imply that 
1 y(t; 4) - y(t; q~)l < min{l y(t; q~)l: 0 < t < T + 1, I t - z I 3 l/2}. It fol- 
lows that y(t; z,L) h as a first zero x1 E (.a - l/2, z + l/2) and that if y(t; 9) has 
a second zero x2 , a2 > T + 1. By our selection of constants ) y(t; $)I < 7~ 
for t 3 T, and it follows that I y(z2 + 1; #)I = 1 J&f( y(s)) a!s 1 < or < 6. 
This argument shows that if y(t; y) has a first zero, then 11 F# II < E if 
11 II, - q~ II < 8. The case in which y(t; 9) does not have a first zero is similar, 
and we leave it to the reader. 
It remains to show F is compact, i.e., F takes bounded sets to 
precompact sets. If A C K is a bounded set, let M = sup{/1 p II: q~ E A}, 
Ml = ~UPI,KM If(~)i and M2 = ~~PM<M, If(r Ifyk d h= zeros ~1 and 
x2, then it is clear that I y’(t; p)l < Ml for z, < t < a, + 1 and I y’(t; p)l < n/r, 
for za < t 6 z2 + 1. It follows by the Ascoli theorem that F(A) is pre- 
compact. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f: Iw -+ [w be a continuous map such that yf (y) > 0 for 
Y z O,~im,,(f(r)/r>=~<~/2~ftdlim~,~~~(f(y)/y)=B>~/2. IfB=+a, 
assume that there exists a nonnegative constant A such that f I (- 00, -A] is 
monotonic increasing and f I [A, CO) is monotonic increasing. Then equation (2.1) 
has a nontrivial periodic solution y such that ~(-1) = 0 and y is monotonic 
increasing on [- 1, 01. Furthermore, ifF and K are as in Lemma 2.7, there exist 
positive numbers r and R, r < R, such that ;f U = (p’ E K: r < 11 v I/ < R}, 
&(F, U) = -1. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 there exists a constant R > 0 and an 
integer Nr such that if q E K, I] 9111 >, R and n 3 Nr , then ]I Fncp 11 > Ij ‘p 11, 
where F and K are as in Lemma 2.7. Similarly, by Lemma 2.6, there exists 
a constant Y  > 0, r < R, and an integer Na such that if v E K, I( q I] < Y  and 
n > N, , then I/ Fmntp I\ < r. It also follows from Lemma 2.6 that 0 is the only 
fixed point p of P, for any j 3 1, such that )I p 11 < r. It follows from the 
above that for any n > N = max(N, , N.J all fixed points of Fn in K lie in 
U=(g,~K:r<Ilg,l(<R}, so if Fny = v for v E U, we must have 
Fv E U. If h is any fixed, nonzero element of K, then for 9) E K, 11 ‘p 11 = R, 
n > N, and t 3 0, it is impossible that ‘p - Fn(v) = th, since this would 
imply that Ij F+p jJ < 119 1). It follows from Theorem 1.3 that &(F, U) = - 1 
and F has a fixed point in U. Obviously a fixed point of F in U corresponds to 
a nontrivial periodic solution of the type described. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.2. It is natural to ask if Theorem 2.1 remains true under the 
assumption lb+, (f (y)/y) = 8,) limy+m (f (y)/y) = B- , B, > 42 and 
j3- > 42 instead of the assumption liml,l,, (f ( y)/y) = j3 > 42. The 
answer is yes if p+ and /I- are large enough or if I/3+ - /3- j is small enough, 
but in general we do not know. The difficulties are illuminated by the equation 
y’(t) = -/3(y(t - l))y(t - l), y / [-l,O] = v E K, where /3(u) = /3+ for 
u > 0 and /I(U) = p- f or u < 0. If y(t) is a solution of this equation corre- 
sponding to 9, E K, v # 0, it is not known if lim,+, I y(t)\ = +co, though 
this seems a reasonable conjecture. 
There are some equations which, though similar to the ones considered in 
Theorem 2.1, fall outside the theorem’s scope. Consider, for example, the 
equation x’(t) = -(Yx(~ - l)(l + x”(t)), 0 < OL < 42. By making the 
substitution x(t) = tan(u(t)), th’ IS equation reduces to the form u’(t) = 
--01 tan(zr(t - 1)) = -f (u(t - 1)). Everything is as before, except that 
now f is defined on an interval (-42, 42) and has singularities 
at the end points of the interval. Other nonsymmetric equations like 
x’(t) = -m(t - l)(l + x(t) + X2@)) can also be transformed into the form 
u’(t) = -f(u(t - l)), with domain f = (a, b), a < 0 and b > 0. With the 
aid of Theorem 2.1 we shall now show that one can prove periodic behavior 
for such equations also. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that --00 < a < 0,O < b < co and suppose that 
f: (a, b) + [FB is a continuous map such that yf (y) > 0 for a < y < b andy # 0, 
lim,,(f(y)/y) = 01 < 42, lim,+f(y) = +co, and lim,,,+f(y) = ---co. 
Suppose also that f is monotonic increasing, that lim,,, r f (s) ds = + 00 and 
W-o c+. f (s) ds = - 00. Then the equation y’(t) = -f(y(t - 1)) has a 
nontri&zZperiodic solution y such thut y I [- 1, 0] E K. 
Proof. For E > 0 and sufficiently small, define fe(y) = f(y) for 
505/14/2-13 
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u+~<y<b-6, fE(y)=f(b-•)+(d)(y---b+eE) for y>b--E 
and fC(y) = f(a + e) + (e-i)(y - a - l ) for y < a + E. For e-l > a/2 
Theorem 2.1 implies that the equation y’(t) = -jJy(t - 1)) has a periodic 
solution y,(t) of the type guarantee in Theorem 2.1. If we can show that for E 
small enough a + E < ye(t) < b - E for all t, then y.(t) will actually be a 
nontrivial periodic solution of Eq. (2.1). The rest of the proof will be devoted 
to establishing this point. 
Define 
g,(y) = y (sff-‘f(s, ds + (y - b + 4f(b - 4 + U/W(Y - ZJ + Oz)-1’2 
for y > b - E 
and 
MY) = (-Y) (-SP,,f(4 ds + (Y - a - e)f(u + 6) + (1/24(y -a - l )s)-l’, 
for y < a + E. 
Given r) > 0 it is easy to see that there exists e(v) > 0 such that gr(y) < 77 
for E < E(T) and y in the domain of g, and h,(y) < 7 for E < E(T) and y in the 
domain of h, . Furthermore, since 
~o’h(s, ds = j-ob-‘f(s) ds + (Y + b + e)f(b - 4 + (~/WY - b + 4” 
for y > b - E 
with a similar expression for life(s) ds for y < a + E, it is easy to see that 
for a given k > max((l a I)(/ b 1)-l, (I a I)-‘(/ b I)) and for E small enough 
k(b - l ) > 1 a I, K(I a I - l ) > b, (y-‘)(J:f6(s) ds) - y > ky for y > b - c 
and (y-l)~~fC(s) ds + y > k 1 y / for y < a + E. We shall always assume E 
is at least this small from now on. We also select r] > 0 and E < ~(7) so small 
that (1 - 7)(7-l) 3 R. 
Henceforth we assume that E is so small that all conditions of the previous 
paragraph are met. If ye is a periodic solution of ye’(t) = -jC( y.(t - 1)) such 
that ~~(-1) = 0 and ye 1 [- 1,0] is monotonic increasing (as guaranteed by 
Theorem 2.1) and if z, and as are the first and second positive zeros of yE , 
it suffices to prove that y,(O) < 6 - E and y6(z1 + 1) 3 a + E to prove our 
theorem. We suppose not and try to obtain a contradiction. For definiteness 
we assume y,(O) > b - E, the Casey&r + 1) < a + E being analogous. For 
notational convenience we write z = z, . As in Lemma 2.5 the proof now 
reduces to two cases. 
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Case 1. Assume that 0 < x < 1. Writing u = y,(O), we see that 
s 
Z-1 
U= (2.21) -l 
Since fe is monotonic increasing, YE(t) is concave downward on [0, z] and 
y<(t) > ((z - t)/z)u for 0 < t < z. Using this estimate we obtain the 
following estimate: 
s :f,( ye(t)) dt 
3 JozfE ((G) u) dt 
= (E)(/ob-‘f(s)ds + (u-- + 4f(b--4 + (&) (u- 6 + 4”f@ - 4). 
Combining inequalities (2.21) and (2.22) we find 
(2.22) 
I Y& + l>l = jz;lfh’&)l ds 3 (+) u + (~)(s,“f.(s) A). (2.23) 
Differentiating the expression on the right in (2.23) with respect to z, 
O<z<l,gives 
(- &) 24 + (~)(JoUfcW ds). (2.24) 
It follows that the minimum of the right-hand side is obtained at 
z = u(jp( f6(s) ds)-li2 < 7 and the minimum itself is greater than 
((1 - $/q)u 2 Ku, i.e., IY& + 111 3 Au and Iv& + 1)l 2 I a I. 
Case 2. Assume that z > 1. In this case we obtain 
I Y& + 111 3 I ~,(2)1 = ~lf.(y,(s,, ds -y,(l) 
2 (;)(rfWs) - * 
> Ku. (2.25) 
It follows that in either Case 1 or Case 2 we have that I y&z + l)] > ku and 
I y&z + 1)l > I a I. If we now repeat the above argument, taking as initial 
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function y, 1 [z, x + 11, we find that y&a + 1) > k 1 y,(z + l)/ > Pu. Since 
periodicity implies that y.(xa + 1) = y,(O), this gives a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3. As in Theorem 2.1, it would actually suffice to know thatf 
is monotonic increasing on (a, a + 6) and (b - E, b) for some E > 0 rather 
than that f is monotonic increasing on (a, b). We have made the stronger 
assumption for the sake of simplicity. 
As a simple consequence of Theorem 2.2 we present the following 
corollary, which includes the examples x’(t) = -cwc(t - I)(1 + x2(t)) and 
x’(t) = -cx.x(~ - l)(l + x(t) + x2(t)) previously mentioned: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Consider the equation x’(t) = --crX(t - l)g(x(t)). Then 
if g: Iw + Iw is a Lipschitz continuous map such that g(x) > 0 for all x, 
I 
+CO 




x(g(x))-’ dx = --03 and 
R---m R 
0 < ag(0) < 42, 
the above equation has a nontrivial periodic solution x(t) such that x( - 1) = 0 
and x 1 [ - 1 , 0] is monotonic increasing. 
Proof. Let f(u) be the maximal solution of the ordinary differential 
f’(u) = q(f (u)), f  (0) = 0. The function f  (u) is defined on an open interval 
(a, b), a < 0, 6 > 0. First, we observe that a # --co and b # +a~. For 
example, suppose b = + co. We observe then that limu++m f  (u) = + 00; 
because if limU+,,, f (u) = j3 < co, lim,,, f  ‘(u) = c&6?) > 0, and this would 
imply limUqm f  (u) = + co, a contradiction. It follows that 
lim 
s 
R f’(u) - du = jj+z j 
f(R) dx 
- = 
R-+03 ag(f (u)) d4 
__ = lim R = +co, 
0 0 
which contradicts the properties of g. A similar proof shows that a > -co. 
Since the solution f  (u) is maximal, it must be true that limuea+ f (u) = -co 
and lim,,,- f  (u) = +co. Since f’(u) > 0 for all u, it is clear that f(u) is 
strictly monotonic increasing and uf (u) > 0 for all u E (a, b) such that u # 0. 
Our final claim is that lim,, Jim’ f  (u) du = co. To see this, observe that 
Job-‘f(u) du = job-’ f  (u)f’(u)(ag(f (u)))-’ du = ; c’b-f’ x(g(x))-’ dx. (2.26) 
Our assumptions imply that lim,, Ji”)--F) x(g(x))-1 dx = + co. The proof that 
lim,,, x+6 f  (u) du = - co is analogous. 
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It now follows from Theorem 2.2 that the equation u’(t) = -j(u(t - 1)) 
has a nontrivial periodic solution such that u(- 1) = 0 and II ) [- 1, 0] is 
monotonic increasing. If we define x(t) = f(u(t)), we see that 
x’(t) = wf’(4)) = -fW - lN(olg(f(4t))) = -4t - l>g(x(t)). 
(2.27) 
Q.E.D. 
We still have not studied the case of Eq. (2.1) when 
$2 (f(YYY) = OL > 74 and ,$9m (~(Y)/Y) = B < 42. 
As a first step we recall a theorem which has recently been proved in [22]. 
The reader should also compare Theorem 2.1 in [13], which has a weaker 
existence theorem and no statement about a fixed point index, but establishes 
interesting stability results. 
THEOREM 2.3. (see Theorem 2.1 of [22]). Let f:  [w---f [w be a continuous 
real-valued map such that yf(y) > 0 for all nonxero y. Suppose that 
lim,,, f  (y)/y = 01 > 42, and if 01= +co, assume that f  is monotonic 
increasing on some open neighborhood of the origin. Finally, assume that there 
exists a positive constant A such that either f  ( y) > -A for ally or 1 f  ( y)l < A 
;flyl <A. ThenEq.(2.l)h as a nonzero periodic solution y  such that y( - 1) = 0 
and y  1 [- 1, 0] is monotonic increasing. Furthermore, if F and K are as before, 
there exists an open neighborhood U of the origin in K such that 0 is the only fixed 
point of F in U and iK(F, U) = 0. 
Remark 2.4. Actually, Theorem 2.1 of [22] is stated under slightly more 
restrictive hypotheses, but an examination of the proof shows that the above 
assumptions suffice. 
Since one can easily show that the behavior of F on a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of the origin in K depends only on the behavior off on a small 
neighborhood of the origin in Iw, Theorem 2.3 implies 
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume that f: [w --t [w is a continuous map such that 
yf (y) > 0 for all nonzero y. Suppose y. Suppose also that lim,, (f(y)/y) = 
01 > rr/2; and if 01 = +co assume that f  is monotonic increasing on some open 
neighborhood of the origin. Then if F and K are as de$ned before, there exists an 
open neighborhood U of the origin in K such that 0 is the only Jixed point of F 
in U and QF, U) = 0. 
Remark 2.5. It is not too hard to prove Corollary 2.2 directly using results 
of Section 1 and arguments in the spirit of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, but for the 
sake of brevity we have not done this. 
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As another straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.3 we obtain the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f be as in Corollary 2.2 and assume in addition that 
lim su~l,l+~ (f(y)/y) = p < 1. Then equation (2.1) bus a nontrivial periodic 
solution y such that y( - 1) = 0 and y ( [- 1, 0] is monotonic increasing. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that there exists a positive 
constant A such that 1 f(y)/ < A if / y [ 6 A. Since lim sup~~l-.~ (f( y)/y) = 
K < 1, for any c, K < c < 1, there exists a number R such that 1 f(y) 1 ,< c / y 1 
for 1 y 1 3 R. If we define B = sup~~~<s /f (y)l and define A = B + R, we 
are done. Q.E.D. 
As Corollary 2.3 suggests, the only case in which we shall be obtaining new 
results is when limlvl+m (f(y)/y) = /3, 1 < p < 42. 
In order to proceed further we need to recall a few well-known facts from 
the general theory of retarded FDE’s (functional differential equations). If / . I 
is some fixed norm on IF%“, denote by X the Banach space of continuous maps 
p: [- 1, 0] ---f lFP in the sup norm. If y: [- 1, co) + LP is continuous, for 
t > 0 define a function yt E X by y,(s) = y(t + s) for - 1 < s ,( 0. If 
L: X -+ LIP is a bounded linear map, consider the following equation: 
x’(t) = L(q) for t>O 
x][-l,O] =9EX, p a given function. 
(2.28) 
It is known (see, e.g., [8, Chap. 161) that solutions of (2.28) are defined for all 
time, and if for t 3 0 we define T(t)p = xt , where x is the solution of (2.28), 
then T(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators. If X denotes 
the complexification of X and z: X -+ Cn denotes the linear extension of L 
to X, then we shall say that h E C satisfies the characteristic equation of (2.28) 
if there exists a nonzero vector 6 E Cm such that ti - E(entb) = 0, where 
eatb E X denotes the function t -+ eAtb, - 1 < t < 0. If c = sup(Re(X): X 
satisfies the characteristic equation of (2.28)}, then for any cr > c, there 
exists a constant K = K(c,) such that /I T(t)11 < KeGit for t > 0 (see 
[8, Chaps. 20-221). 
We also need to recall the analogue of the variation of constants formula 
for equation (2.28). If h: [0, co) + If%* is a continuous map, consider the 
inhomogeneous version of (2.28): 
x’(t) = W,) + 44 for t > 0 
x][-l,O] =v,EX. 
(2.29) 
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Equation (2.29) has a solution x(t) defined for all t > 0; furthermore, if 
we define h(t) = h(O) for t < 0, then we have 
(2.30) 
With these preliminaries we can establish our next lemma. Lemma 2.8 is 
a variant of standard results. We shall prove it using the results above; it can 
also be proved somewhat more directly (though at greater length) using 
Laplace transform arguments (in the spirit of Wright’s work in [28]). 
LEMMA 2.8. If X denotes the Banuch space of continuous maps from [- 1, 0] 
to IW, let f: X + W be a continuous map. Assume that there exists a bounded 
linear map L: X + [f8n such that limiloi+, (11 q ]l-1)(L(v) -f (cp)) = 0 and 
sup(Re(h): h a root of the characteristic equation of equation (2.28)) = c < 0. 
Then every solution of the equations x’(t) = f (xJ for t > 0 and x 1 [- 1, 0] = v 
is defined for all t > 0. Furthermore, if k < 1 is a fixed positive constant, 
there exist numbers R > 0 and T > 0 such that 11 ‘p I\ > R implies 
I x(t)1 < k II YJ IIfor t 2 T. 
Proof. Since the assumptions imply I f(v)1 f A /VII + B for some 
constants A and B, standard techniques show that solutions of x’(t) = f (x,), 
x I [- 1, 0] = CJJ are defined for all t > 0. A Lipschitz condition on f will 
guarantee uniqueness, but this is not necessary. 
Step 1. For any p E X, if x(t) is the corresponding solution of the 
equations x’(t) = f (x,), x I [- 1, 0] = CJJ, then x(t) is bounded. To see this, 
let T(t) denote the linear semigroup for the equations u’(t) = L(u,), 
u I [ - 1 , 0] = ‘p. Our assumptions and previous remarks imply that there exist 
positive constants K and E such that II T(t)11 < Ke-et. If we define 
h(t) = f (Xt) - L(x,) for t >, 0 and h(t) = h(0) for t < 0, then the variation 
of constants formula implies 
44 = Wh%O) + j-’ (W - WJW) ds. 
0 
(2.31) 
Assume that x(t) is not bounded and select a number to so large that 
Ke-Cto < l/2. Define 7 > 0 to be so small that &(e-l) < l/2 and select R 
80 large that If (4 - -%4 d rl II v II for II P I/ 2 R and I f(q) - L(y)1 < ?R 
for ]I I,D II < R. Since we are assuming x(t) is unbounded, there exists a time 
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t > 2, such that 1 x(t)1 = sup-,c,c, 1 x(s)1 and j x(t)/ > R. However, it follows 
from Eq. (2.31) that 
1 x(t)1 < KC+ I x(t)1 + rl 1 x(t)] Iot K&t-S) ds 
< B(I @)I) + ~K(d(l 490 < I 4% 
This contradiction establishes Step 1. 
(2.32) 
Step 2. If KI > K, there exists a constant R, > 0 such that if (/ p I/ > RI 
and x(t) is the corresponding solution of our equation, then I x(t)1 < KI jl q /I 
for all t > 0. To see this select 71 so small that qKK,(e-l) < KI - K and take 
RIsolwsethat IfW -G-4 drl Il~ll forllvll >&and If(v) -4dl <+I 
for 11 v 11 < R, . If the assertion is false, define t to be the first positive time 
such that I x(t)1 = KI 11 v [I. Then the same argument used in Step 1 shows 
Kl II Q II = I 40 < K+ II v II + (6, II ‘p II) (fb Ke-E(t-8) ds) 
-=c 4 II v II. (2.33) 
This contradiction establishes Step 2. 
Step 3. For a given positive constant K < 1, there exist positive constants 
T and R such that / x(t)1 < k I] p I] if t 3 T and II v 11 > R. To see this, 
select KI > K and let RI be as in Step 2. Select v > 0 such that rlKK,(c-l) < h 
and take R > R, so large that j f(p) -L(v)] < 7 Ij p I/ for I] ‘p 11 > R, while 
If(v) -L(v)/ < 7R for jj p, I/ < R. If I] p II 3 R and x(t) is the corresponding 
solution of the equations x’(t) = f(xt), x I [- 1, 0] = v, it follows from 
Eq. (2.31) and Step 2 that 
I x(t)1 < K.+ II p II + +&(~-9 II v II. (2.34) 
If we now select T so large that Ke-cT < h - qKK,(e-l), we are done. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f: Iw + If3 be a continuous map such that yf (y) > 0 for 
all nonzero y, lim,,,, (f(y)/y) = c1 > 7r/2 and liml,l,, (f(y)/y) = ,9 < 7r/2. 
If CY = + CD, assume that f is monotonic inmeasing on some open neighborhood 
of 0. Then Eq. (2.1) has a nonzero periodic solution y such that y( - 1) = 0 and 
y I [- 1 , 0] is monotonic increasing. Furthermore, ifF and K are as in Lemma 2.7, 
thereexistnumhersr >OandRsuchthatifU={p,EK:r <I/cJII <R}then 
iK(F, U) = 1. 
Proof. If F and K are as in Lemma 2.7, then Corollary 2.2 implies that 
there exists r > 0 such that if V = {cp E K: I/ p II < Y>, then 0 is the only 
fixed point of F in r and &(F, V) = 0. The characteristic equation of the 
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linear equation y’(t) = -fiy(t - 1) is X + Be-” = 0, and we have already 
remarked that since p < ~12, all solutions X of this equation satisfy Re h < --E 
for some fixed E > 0. It follows from Lemma 2.8, if K < 1, there exists a 
constant R > T and an integer N such that if rp E K and /I (p (1 > R then 
\IPp, 11 < K I/ v Ij for 12 3 N. It follows that if W = {v E K: (I q II < R}, then 
the set of all fixed points of Fn in K for n > iV is a compact subset of W. 
It follows that for 71 3 N, iK(Fn, W) = 1, so Steinlein’s Theorem 1.1 implies 
that ix(F, W) = 1. If U = {‘p E K: T < II v 11 < R}, the additivity property of 
the fixed point index implies iK(F, U) = 1. Therefore F has a fixed point in 
U, and such a fixed point corresponds to a nonzero periodic solution of the 
type desired. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.6. As in Remark 2.2, it is natural to ask if Theorem 2.4 remains 
true if the assumption liml,l,, (f(y)/y) = j < rrr/2 is replaced by the 
assumptions lim,,, (f(y)/y) = B, < 7r/2 and limy+m (f(y)/y) = /3- < 7r/2. 
If B(U) = p+ for u > 0 and B(U) = /3- for u < 0, efforts at proving such a 
generalized Theorem 2.4 founder because the equation 
u’(t) = -/qu(t - 1)) u(t - l), UIE-LOI =?h 
is inadequately understood. For instance, do solutions of this equation decay 
to zero for every v ? 
3. In this section we wish to show that the results of Section 1 can be 
applied to Litnard equations different from those studied by Grafton in [6], 
and periodicity results can be obtained. We shall be considering the following 
equations : 
x’(t) = r(t) + f (x(t)) for t > 0 
r’(t) = -gw - r)) for t >, 0 (3-l) 
x I [--I, 0] = (p, a continuous function, and y(0) = y,, E R. 
We shall always make the following assumptions about f and g. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. Assume that fi Iw -+ Iw is continuously differnttiuble, 
f’(0) = e1 < 0 and limlzl+Oo cf(x)/x) = c2 > 0, l 2 < +a. Suppose that 
g: Iw + Iw is continuously daJ&wntiuble, xg(x) > 0 andg’(x) > 0 for nonzero x, 
g’(0) = 1 and liml,l,, (g(x)/x) = a > 0, a < 00. Finally, ussume Y> 0. 
We define Y to be the Banach space of continuous maps p: E--r, 0] -+ [w 
in the sup norm, and we define X to be Y x R, with II(v, s)ll = max(]j v 11, ] s I) 
for (cp, s) E X. We define a cone KC X by 
K = {(v, S) E X: p)(-r) = 0, CJI is monotonic increasing and s > 0). 
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Our object from here on will be to define a map F: K -+ K (analogous to that 
constructed in Section 2) which has nonzero fixed points corresponding to 
periodic solutions of (3.1). 
If one linearizes Eq. (3.1) near 0 or + co, one obtains a linear FDE of the 
following form: 
x’(t) = r(t) + =+) 
y’(t) = --LYX(t - r). 
(3.2) 
Our first lemma is a simple exercise which we leave to the reader. 
LEMMA 3.1. A number A E C sati@es the characteristic equation of (3.2) # 
X2 - EA + u.edcA = 0. 
Our next lemma is a known result. For the case below that c > 0, an 
outline of a proof that h2 - cX + e- ++ = 0 has at least two roots h (counted 
algebraically) such that Re(h) > 0 and 1 Im(x)l < T/Y is given in [5]; a 
detailed proof along the same lines can be found in [8], page 169. A different 
proof which also shows there are precisely two such roots is given in 
[22, Section 31. An analysis of the case in which every root has negative real 
part can be found (modulo a change of variables) in [2, Theorem 13.91. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that E < 0, r > 0, and that ifx is the unique solution 
of cot x = -x2/e such that r < x < 27r, then -r sin x/e < 1. Then we hawe 
sup(Re(h): X2 - oh + e-+” = 0} < O.Ife > 0,r > Oandor > 0, theequation 
X2 - rX + ae+ = 0 has precisely two roots h (counting algebraically) such that 
Re(h) > 0 and / Im(X)/ < r/r. 
Proof. By virtue of the comments above, the only case to consider is when 
E > 0. However, dividing h2 - EX + 01e-?A = 0 by 01, gives the equation 
p2 - C’P + e+“‘ = 0, where p = h(~~-l/~), E’ = ~(a-~/~) and r’ = Y(cW); 
and this gives the result. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3.2 and the standard result which we have already used in Section 2 
now immediately imply the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 on f and g holds and that 
sup(Re(h): X2 - clh + e--Th = 0} < 0. Then there exists 8, > 0 such that if 
(q, y,,) E X, 1/(~, y,J/ < 8, and (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (3.1) corresponding 
to (93 yJ, then lb+, (x(t), y(t)) = (0,O). Fu&ermore, given 77 > 0, there 
exists T > 0 such that if II(v,yJll < 6, then I x(t)1 < r] and 1 y(t)1 < r] for 
t > T. 
Remark 3.1. Of course Lemma 3.3 is true regardless of the assumptions 
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on f and g at 00. However, it is useful to note that the assumptions on f and g 
at co imply by standard arguments that for any (cp, yJ E X the solution of 
Eq. (3.1) is defined for all positive time. 
At this point we start to encounter technical complications. We wish 
to define a map F: K -+ K analogous to that used in Section 2. However, if 
]\(v, y,,)ll is large, solutions of (3.1) may not oscillate. For this reason we define 
a new set of equations, as follows: 
*‘(t) = r(t) + f(*@N - wt)) =+w, t>o 
r’(t) = -&@ - 7)) (3.3) 
xi[-r,O] =qJ and Y(O) = Yo j by ~0’0) E K. 
In the above equations we assume that S: W + R is a Cm function such that 
S(x) = 0 for 1 x 1 < R, , 6(x) = S > 0 for 1 x 1 Z R, , R, > RI, and 
0 < 6(x) < 6 for all x. This use of the notation 6, R, , and R, will be constant 
from here on. If we assume that Hypothesis 3.1 on f and g is valid, then 
Grafton’s results in [5, 61 describe the qualitative behavior of solutions 
MthYw) of (3.3): W),r(t>) is bounded and defined for all t > 0. If 
(9, y,J # 0 there exist times (tj: j 3 1) with \ ti - tj-r \ > r such that x is 
monotonic increasing on [0, r,J, monotonic decreasing on [tl , tz] and so on. 
Furthermore, on each interval [t.- 3 I , tj], x has an isolated zero .zj with 
zj < tj - r. It follows directly from this qualitative behavior of 1~ that y is 
monotonic decreasing on [0, z, + r], monotonic increasing on [zi + r, z, + r] 
and so on. Using this qualitative behavior of solutions of (3.3) Grafton 
defines a map F: K - (0) + K - (0) as follows: given (y, JJ,,) e K - (O), 
let zs denote the second zero of the corresponding solution of (3.3) and define 
F(% Yo) = ($4 x)9 where #(s) = x(x2 + r + s) for -r < s < 0 and 
y1 = y(zs + r). Grafton observes that F is a compact and continuous map. 
From our viewpoint F depends on the function 6, but we shall not explicitly 
mention this dependence. 
Since the rest of this section is highly technical, it may be helpful to outline 
the plan of attack from here on. We want to show that there exist a positive 
number R, a number R, > R (R, as in Eq. (3.3)) and an integer N* such that 
if (cp, y,,) E K and ~I(IJJ, ys)ll 3 R then 11 Fj((p, yo)l\ > R for j > N*. We shall 
also have to arrange that if Il(y, yO)ll < A and (x(t), y(t)) is the corresponding 
salution of (3.3) then if F(y, y,J = (9, rJ7 \ r(t)\ < R, for all t and (x(t), y(t)) 
is actuahy a periodic solution of (3.1). Once these points have been established, 
the results of Section 1 will be applicable. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If f and g satisfy Hypothesis (3.1), then it is 
easy to see that given 77 > 0 there exists a number R 3 0 such 
that (1) If(x) - c2x \ < rf \ x \ for \ x \ > R and \ f(x) - C,X \ < $ for 
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Ixi<Rand(2)/g(x)--ax/ <v]Xjfor]x[ >RandIg(x)-aax/ <TR 
for 1 x 1 < R. We define R(v) to be the smallest such number R. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 holds and that F is as dejned 
above. Then there exist a number r] > 0 and a constant cl > 1 such that if 
R 3 R(T) and R, > c,R ( w h ere RI is as in Eq. 3.3), then if (q, yO) E K, 
/l(pl, ro)ll < R and F(cp, yo) = (P, Y& I -+)I =G RI for all t ad (-W, r(t)) is a 
periodic soZution of (3.1). 
Proof. I f  z1 and zs are the first and second zeros of x(t), where x(t) is the 
solution of (3.3) corresponding to (cp, ya) as above, it suffices to show that 
1 x(t)] < R, for 0 < t < zs + Y. Select 77 > 0 such that r] < min(( l/2)6, , a) 
and select c, so large that (l/2) clc2 > 1, ~&s~)(32ru)-~ > 1, c, > 4&)-l + 8 
and c1 > 8(e,?r-l+ 8. We shall assume that / x(t)\ > R, for some t with 
0 < t < zs + r and try to obtain a contradiction. For definiteness we may as 
well assume x(t) > R, for some t with 0 < t < z, ; the case 1 x(t)/ > R, for t 
with a, < t < as is simpler. I f  T > t is the last time before x1 
that x(T) = Rl , we must have x’(T) = y(T) + f(R,) < 0 and consequently 
y(T) < -(l/2) & . S ince y  is monotonic decreasing on [O, z, + r] we 
certainly have y&r + r) < - (l/2) eZRl . 
There are now two possibilities: either I x(zi + r)l < E2(16ra)-l R, and 
[ x(t)1 < R, for zi < t < z2 or not. I f  / x(t)1 > R, for some t with .a1 < t < za 
or I x(zl + T)I > ~,(16ra)-1 R, , the same proof we have used above shows 
either y(z2 + r) > (l/2) eZRl > R or y(z2 + I) 2 UP) e2 I 43 + r>I 2 
e2”(32ra)-l R, > R. In any event we have a contradiction. In the first case we 
observe that y’(t) < g((l6ra)-1 c2Rl) < (8r)-l l ZRl for z1 + r < t < z1 + 2r. 
It follows that y(t) < -(l/4) e2Rl f  or z1 + r < t < al + 2r, and we 
must have x’(t) < -(l/4) E,R, + 2c,R for z, + r < t < z, + 2~ and 
/ x(zi + 2r)[ < (c,rR)(-( l/4) c, + 2). The same argument already used now 
shows that y(zz + I) > (l/2) E~(QYR)(( l/4) c, - 2) > R, which is again a 
contradiction, Q.E.D. 
Actually, the proof of Lemma 3.4 establishes the following result, which 
will prove useful later. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 holds, that 7 and cl are as defined 
in the proof of Lemma 3.4, and that R >, R(q) and Rl > c,R. If (cp, yO) E K 
and \\(v, y& < Rand if(x(t), y(t)) is the corresponding solution of Eq. (3.3), then 
if I x(t)1 > R, for some t with 0 < t < z2 = the second of zero of x, 
max(x(z2 + r>,y(z2 + r)) > R. 
Before stating our next lemma we need another definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If  k > 1 is a constant, (F, y,,) E K - (01 and (x(t), y(t)) 
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is the corresponding solution of Eq. (3.3) n(k, q, y,, , R,) is the largest integer 
n (possibly $00) such that max(l x(t)l, 1 y(t)l) < min(k Ij ‘p, ys 11, RJ for 
0 < t < z’n + r, where z, denotes the n-th zero of x(t). If max(l x(t)/, ( y(t)l) > 
min(k Ilhh ro)lL 4) f or some t with 0 < t < a1 + I, define n(lt, v, y,, , R,) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 holds and let k > 1 be a Jixed con- 
stant. Then there exist a number R > 0 and an integer N, both independent of ~JJ, 
y. and R, , such that if II@,, yo)ll 2 R then n(k, q~, y. , R,) < N. Furthermore, 
there exists a positive constant c2 , independent of y’, y. and RI , such that if 
R < IIb, yo)ll, then 
max(l x(2+ + r)l, I y(q + y)I) > c2 llbf3 Y0)ll for 1 <j < n(k, VP YO Y RI). 
Proof. If (v, yo) E K - {0}, (x(t), y(t)) is the corresponding solution of 
Eq. (3.3), h is a complex number and z is a zero of x, integration by parts 
yields the following equation: 
s”” x’(t)(Xe-““) dt + I’+’ y’(t) e-At dt 
0 0 
x(t) e-“tdt + he-h(z+r) x(z + Y) - Ax(O) + e-a(z+T)y(z + Y) 
- y(O) + X lztry(t) e-At dt. 
0 
(3.4) 
For notational convenience defme an expression G as follows: 
G = lo’+’ [f(x(t)) - l G(t)] Xe-“t dt - lo’+’ [g(x(t - I)) - ax(t - Y)] e-At dt. 
(3.5) 
Using this notation and substituting from Eq. (3.3) for x’(t) and y’(t) we 
obtain 




= o [y(t) + es(t)] he+ dt - a It’ x(t - I) e-ht dt + G. (3.6) 
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If we combine Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) and change variables in the expressions 
involving t - Y we find 
(A2 - l 2h + ae+) (( x(t) e-“V t) - y(0) - xX(O) + a /:r x(t) e-A(t+r) dt 
= G - y(z + y) &(z+r) - Xx@ + Y) edAfzfr) - (h2 - E~X) (jzz+rx(t)e-Atdt). 
(3.7) 
If we assume that hs - Ed + ue-rA = 0 Eq. (3.7) reduces to 
-y(O) - Ax(O) + a 1-1 x(t) e-A(t+r) dt 
= G - y(z + y) e-A(z+T) - h(s + y) e-W+r) + a Jz+. x(t) e-A(t+T) dt. 
(3.8) 
At this point we need some further notation and assumptions. Define 
R = R(q), where 7 will be selected later, and assume that RI > R. Define 
p = II(v, y,,)ll and p* = min(kp, R,) and assume that R < p < RI . If in 
addition we assume that in the above expressions x = ,a;-, where 
i < n(/z, p, y,, , R,), we can estimate the right hand side of Eq. (3.7). If 
X = TV, + iv, with p > 0, then by the definition of R(q) we find that 
I G I < (v*)(l X I + 1) (s,” e+ dt)- 
= hP*Kl x I + lb-l). (3.9) 
It now follows that under our assumptions and for a constant 
A = e-UT + ) X 1 e-u7 + ~(1 h2 - cd I) 
the absolute value of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7) is dominated by 
(w*)U X I i- l)(~-‘) + A m=(l x(x + r)l, I y(z + r)l) e-+*. (3.10) 
According to Lemma 3.2, the equation ha - E& + ae-2h = 0 has precisely 
two roots h such that Re(h) > 0 and I Im@)/ < +. The remainder of the 
proof splits into three cases depending on whether the roots are complex 
conjugates, real, but distinct, or a double real root. 
Case 1. Assume that P - r,X + ue+ = 0, Re(X) > 0 and 0 < Im(h) < +. 
By assumption we have that max(x(O), y(0)) = p. If x(0) > #a~)-1 or 
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X(O) = p and if we take the imaginary part of the left-hand side of (3.8) 
we find 
Im (--y(O) - hx(0) + a j:r x(t) e--A(t+7) dt) 
= --m(O) - a so x(t) e-uft+l) sin ~(t + r) dt 
-r 
< -KY(O) < -min(p(2ur)-l, p)u. (3.11) 
If X(0) < p(2ur)-1 and x(0) < p and if we take the real part of the left-hand 
side of (3.8) we find 
Re (-y(O) - b(O) + a l:T 40 e- nawfr) dt ) < --y(O) - /u(O) + p/2 < -p/2. 
(3.12) 
It follows that in either case there exists a positive constant B, dependent only 
on a, ~a, Y and h, such that 
) -y(O) - Ax(O) + a c x(t) e-httfr) dt / > B-lp. (3.13) 
Combining (3.10) and (3.13) and replacing p* by the larger term kp we find 
P G rlW)(I h I + ~)W)P + ABP ma4 4~ + r)l, I Y(Z + r>l). 
(3.14) 
If we select r] so small that q(kB)(J h j + l)(p-r-1) < l/2, (3.14) implies that we 
must have 
-(I x(x5 + y)l, I r(q + r)l) >, p(2ABY for 1 <j < n@, V, yo, RI> = 12. 
Furthermore, since z, 2 nr, (3.14) implies that (AB)(e-unP)(kp) >, (1/2)p, 
and this implies that there exists an integer N such that n < N. Thus in 
Case 1 the theorem is proved. 
Case 2. Assume that X, and h, are two distinct positive roots of the 
equation h2 - EJ + ae- r’ = 0 with h, < X, . If we substitute /\j for X in 
Eq. (3.8) and write H, for the right-hand side of the equation so obtained, 
we find 
-y(O) - X+x(O) + Q c x(t) emAjtt++) dt = Hj . (3.1% 
We assume as before that max(x(O), y(O)) = p, where R = R(v) < p < RI 
and 77 will be selected later, and we suppose that z = zi , where 
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j < ~(4 9, ys , R,). If (24 + 2ar + I)-$ < X(O) < p, then combining 
Eqs. (3.1$ and (3.15)s gives 
(A, - A,) x(O) + a /:v ~(t)(e-“‘(~+~) - e-AB(t+T)) dt = HI - H, . (3.16) 
If we set C = maxiS1,s (e+r + hje-rAf + aye-+), then the estimate given in 
(3.10) implies that 
I Hl I + I H2 I < (w*Q + A? + &‘> + 2Cmax(l+ + ?)I, l y(z + r)l) e-““. 
On the other hand, the absolute value of the left-hand side of Eq. (3.16) is 
greater than (h, - hl) x(0) 3 (Xi - X,)(2& + 2ar + I)-$ in this subcase. 
Combining these estimates, it follows that there exists a constant D, , 
depending only on a, Y, h, and h, , such that 
P G (w*) 4 + 4 max(l x(x + y)l, I Y(Z + r)l) e+‘. (3.18) 
If 7 is chosen so small that $zD, < l/2, it follows as in Case 1 that 
max(l x(x + r)l, I Y(Z + 41) > WW~for~ = zi ,I <.j < n(k ‘p, yo, &), 
and there exists an integer N, independent of ‘p, y. and R, > R(q), such that 
n(k P> yo , 4) G N. 
In the subcase for which y(0) = p and x(0) < (Us + 2ar + 1)-l p, 
Eq. (3.15)s implies (1/2)p < 1 H, (, and the proof follows the same lines as 
above. 
Case 3. Assume that h is a real double root of the equation 
Xs - c.J + ae+ = 0 and that max(x(O), y(0)) = p, where R(q) < p < RI 
and 71 is to be selected later. The assumption that h is a double root implies 
that we also have 2X - c2 - aye- rA = 0. We may as well assume that 
(2h + 2ar2 + 1)--l p < x(0) ,< p, since otherwise the proof follows familiar 
lines. If we take a real number h, > h and substitute in (3.7), substitute h in 
(3.8), subtract (3.8) from (3.7), divide by A1 - h, and write Gt and G for the 
different “G’s” in (3.7) and (3.8) respectively, we obtain 
(Al - A)-l(X,2 - l 2Al + aeerA1 ) (I x(t) eeAlt dt) - x(O) 
+ a 1” x(t)(l _ q-ye-Al(t+T) - e-A(t+7)) (3.19) 
= (A, -T)-l(C, - G) - y(z + y)(& - A)-l(e-Al(z+‘) - e-‘(‘+‘)) 
- x(s + 7)(x1 _ A)-l(&e-Al(z+r) _ &-“(‘+‘)) 
- (Al - A)-‘((AZ - EVA,) (s’+’ x(t) FAlt dt) + (ae-‘“) (I’+’ x(t) e?‘t dt)). 
I z 
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For notational convenience define an expression G* as follows: 
G* = i’+’ [f(x(t)) - e&t)][e-At - Xte-At] dt 
+ sb;+’ [g(x(t - Y)) - ax(t - r)] te-At dt. (3.20) 
It is easy to see that lim,+, (A, - A)-l(G, - G) = G*. Generally, taking the 
limit of (3.19) as A1 approaches X gives 
-x(O) - a /:? x(t)(t + r) e+tt+?) dt 
= G* + (z + Y) y(z + Y) e--h(z+7) - x(.z + r)(e-A(*+r) - (z + r) e-A(e+r)) 
s Z+T -a x( t)( t + Y) e+tt+?) dt. z (3.21) 
Using (3.21) the remainder of the proof in Case 3 now follows more or less as 
before, and we leave it to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Notice that n(k, IJJ, yO , R,) < N also holds if -(v, ya) e K and I](cp, ys)]] 2 R. 
Before proving our main theorem we need one more lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume thut Hypothesis 3.1 holds and suppose that (q, y,,) E K. 
Then there exist positive numbers VJ and c, (independent of (q~, yO)) such that if 
R 3 R(v) and R, > c3R (R, as in Eq. (3.3)) the following holds: If (x(t), y(t)) 
is a solution of (3.3) with initial value (v, y,,) and if for successive zeros u and v of 
x, max,stso I $)I 3 Rl or max,(t+ I r(t)1 2 & , then I Y(V + r)l > R 0~ 
I X(V + r)l I=- R. 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemma 3.5 that if q and c, are as in Lemma 3.5 
and if max,st(V I x(t)1 B cl& R 2 R(q), then m=(lx(v + r)l,l y(v + r)l> > R. 
By decreasing r] we can also assume that 17 < min(c, , a). Define q as above 
and define cr* = 2ar + 2ca + r-1 + 1 and ca = cl*cl . 
If R > R(q) and A, > c,R, then the remarks above show that if 
max,ctG2, 1 x(t)1 3 c,R, we are done. Therefore, assume that 
,$Z+, I ml < ClR, 
and for definiteness also assume x is positive on (u, v). If max,GtGV 1 y(t)1 > RI , 
then since y is increasing on [u, u + r] and decreasing on [u + Y, v + I], 
there are two possibilities: y(u + Y) > R, or y(v) < -R, . In the second case 
y(v + Y) < -RI, and we are done. Thus we shall assume that y(u + Y) > R, . 
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Since we are supposing x(t) < c,R on [u, w + r], we find that for 
u+r,<t<u+2r 
y’(t) 2 -2ac,R. (3.22) 
This implies that y(t) 2 (c,R)(c, * - Zar) for ?I + Y  < t <u + 2r, and 
using this estimate we see that x’(t) 3 (c,R)(c,* - 2ar - 24 for u + r < 
t < u + 2~. It follows from our assumptions on cr* that x’(t) > (c,R)( 1 + r-l) 
for u + T < t < u + 2r, and consequently we have x(u + 2r) 3 c,R, contra- 
dicting our previous assumption. Q.E.D. 
It now only remains to collect the pieces from our various lemmas. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that Hypothesis 3.1 holds and that if u is the unique 
root of the equation cot(u) = --u2/e1r, then --I sinu/el < 1. Then Eq. (3.1) 
has a nonzero periodic solution such that x j [--I, 0] is monotonic increasing, 
x(0) > 0 and y(0) > 0. 
Proof. Select a constant K > cs(c;l), where c2 and cs are as in Lemmas 3.6 
and 3.7, respectively. According to Lemma 3.6 there exist a positive 
constant R, an integer N (independent of q, y0 and RI) and a positive 
constant c2 (also independent of v, y0 and RI) such that if (v, y,,) E K 
and II(v, yo)ll b R, then n(k v, yo, RJ < N and for 1 d j < n@, P, y. , Q, 
max(l x(zj + Y)/, Iy(zj + r)l) > c2 11(~, yo)ll. In this statement R, is any 
number greater than R. Clearly, increasing the size of R only improves 
matters, so we can assume R > R(q), where 7 is as in Lemma 3.7. It follows 
that if R, > c,(c;;‘)R, then if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (3.3) with (v, yo) E K 
and if u and w are successive zeros of x such that rnax,ctGu 1 x(t)1 > RI or 
m=,(t<z, I y(t)1 2 RI , then m4l 4~ + r)l, I Y(V + y)l) > (ci?>R- Finally, 
note that since cs(c;‘) > c, we can also assume that the conclusion of 
Lemma 3.4 holds with this R and RI . 
With R and R, as above, let F be defined as before and suppose (v, yo) E K 
and ll(~, yo)]i > R. For notational convenience, define p = l](q, yo)]l and let n, 
be the first positive integer such that max(] x(t)l, I y(t)1 > min(kp, RI), for 
some t with 0 < t < z,~ + r, where Zj denotes the jth zero of x. By 
Lemma 3.6 we know that nr < N + 1 and by Lemma 3.7 we must have that 
pr = max(] x(z,~ + r)l, I y(znl + r)l) > (c;‘)R. We claim that 
ma4 x(zj + r)l, I Y(Z~ + r)l> > R for j > n,. 
To see this, define ns to be the first integer greater than n, such that 
max(l x(t), I y(t)/) > min(K, pI , R,) for some t with +I+1 < t Q z,* + r. By 
Lemma 3.6 again, we must have ns - n, < N + 1, 
-4 ~(2~ + r)l, I Y& + TN 2 c2pl > R for n,<j<n, 
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and 
mdl 4x,, + y)I, I y(h, + y)l) = PZ > (GW 
Continuing in this way we see that max(l x(2, + Y)\, 1 y(zi + r)I) > R for all 
j > N + 1. In particular, it follows that 11 Fj(q, ys)\l > R forj > N + 1. 
We are now in a position to apply the fixed point theorem of Section 1. 
According to Lemma 3.3 if F(0) is defined to be 0, F is continuous at 0. Also 
there exists an integer Nr such that if (a, yO) E K - (0) and l/(v, y,,)ll < r, then 
II F%p, YJI < y fori < X . Define u = {(v, Y,,) E K: r < ll(v, ydll -=c R) and 
define N* = max(N, + 1, N + 2). According to Lemma 3.5, fixed points 
of F in U correspond to periodic solutions of Eq. 3.1. If for j > N* and 
(v, ys) E K7 we have Fj(cp, ye) = (v, ys), then the remarks above show that 
we must have (v, ys) E U. Furthermore, we must have F(p, y,,) E U, because 
if II% yJll < r, then II%, yo>ll < r and if II%, ydl 2 R then 
II F’(F, y&l > R. Theorem 1.1 thus implies that for any prime p > N*, 
&(F, U) = ix(FP, U) (modp), and as in Section 2, Lemma 1.3 implies that 
iK(FP, U) = - 1. It follows that iK(F, U) = - 1 and F has a fixed point in U. 
Q.E.D. 
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